Summary

Turnitin is an internet based scanning service which generates a report on content originality and attribution. SOM uses this technology to "improve student writing and empower original thinking" and assist students in avoiding plagiarism, Yale SOM has subscribed to a site that helps identify use of written material without attribution.

Features

- Report on content originality
- Scoring system
- Integrated with teaching and learning services

Who can use it?

Students or faculty members may use this service to generate originality reports on the content of papers

How much does it cost?

This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?

You can review how to get signed up and get started here.

Related Policy and Procedures

- Writing and Siting Sources at Yale
- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles

TurnItIn Getting Started